Abstract. Numerical integration method is the basic method of power system transient stability analysis and calculation. Looking for a fast and reliable numerical method can effectively improve the calculation speed and accuracy of power system transient stability. This paper puts forward a numerical integration method of power system transient stability which is based on Padé approximation, analyzes the numerical stability of this method and uses transient IEEE145-node calculation system for simulation calculation. By comparing the results of Padé approximation method with the results of Taylor series expansion method, it proves that the Numerical integration method based on Padé approximation has high accuracy. Therefore the new method could be more suitable to numerical analysis of transient stability and other like-wise problems.
Introduction
According to the explicit and implicit numerical integration method, the numerical methods of power system transient stability can be divided into implicit simultaneous solution method (simultaneous implicit method, SI) and explicit separation solution method [1] (partitioned explicit method, PE). Implicit simultaneous solution method mainly uses implicit trapezoidal integration method [2] , of which the Newton simultaneous solving process has better convergence. However, strict Newton solving process requires forming Jacobian matrix repeatedly and solving them by triangular decomposition. Thus the implicit simultaneous solution is slower in computing speed, and more complicated in programming. Simultaneously, the method has difficulty dealing with discontinuity problem. Explicit separation solution method commonly uses 4-level 4-order explicit RK method. This method has advantages in calculation speed and accuracy. To date, the traditional explicit integration method is not A-stable [3] , thus there is a problem of numerical stability. Reference [4] and [5] proposed applying fast higher order Taylor series method to power system transient stability calculation, which is accurate, rapid, recursive and simple in programming, but this method has some disadvantages in solving practical engineering problems.
At the basis of retaining the advantages of the above methods and avoiding their disadvantages, this paper, from the practical point of view, presents a numerical calculation method of transient stability based on Pade approximation. The paper uses the IEEE50-machine 145-node test system to do simulation. By comparing the error curve of using Pade approximation method and Taylor series method under the same integration step, this paper preliminarily verifies that the Padé approximation method has advantages in the calculation accuracy, which could be applied to numerical calculation of power system transient stability and other areas [6] [7] [8] .
Introduction of Padé Approximation Method
As a promotion of polynomial approximation, Padé approximation method is based on the Taylor series polynomial approximation to construct a kind of rational fraction function instead of the original function [9] . The basic idea is: for a given form of power series, it constructs a rational function, of which the Taylor expansions have as many items as possible to consist with the original power series. The rational function is called the Padé approximant.
For the initial value problem of the first order ordinary differential equations, that is
The Eq. 3 can be written as
The ,
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Define standardization condition as
The coefficients of   L P h and
According to Eq. 7, multiplying Eq. 6 by the coefficients of 
From Eq. 3 to Eq. 9, it can obtain 0 n a x  (11) When the Eq. 10 is satisfied, the following equation can be solved directly according to the Eq. 11
where
From Eq. 3 to Eq. 9, it can obtain the calculation of 2-order Padé approximation (   1/1 type) as
The calculation of 4-order Padé approximation (   2 / 2 type) is 
where the subscript i represents the i -th generator; i M represents the inertia constant; i  is the rotor angle; i  is the rotor angular velocity; mi P is the mechanical power; ei P is the electromagnetic power; i D is the damping coefficient [11] . The time derivative expression of the rotor angle and the rotor angular velocity can be obtained:
In the above equation, 
Expand Eq. 20 then it can obtain the time domain solutions of the angle, speed and power of the generator.
The network algebraic equations of the system can be defined as: ; Y is a n n  order node admittance matrix composed of second order sub-matrix, each second order sub-matrix is
is a n n  order diagonal block matrix associated with the generator angle, and which is composed of second order sub-matrix.
According to Eq. 21 and Eq. 22, it can obtain the network equation
The Eq. 26 is universal for different generator models. According to the recursive rule of binomial derivative, the Eq. 21 can be written as
From Eq. 27 it can obtain node voltage derivative of generator, from which it can calculate the derivative of electromagnetic power motor. For each algorithm step and different derivative order, the coefficient matrix of Eq. 27 remains unchanged, so it can be quickly solved by LU decomposition. This will greatly reduce the adverse effects of calculation time for solving the network equations caused by the time-variation of admittance matrix, which is resulted from generator transient saliency. Thus it makes this method faster than other methods when meet the same accuracy.
The above analysis shows that: using Taylor series method for power system transient stability calculation has the characteristics of large step and high order, and the speed is faster [12] [13] [14] . What's more, this method has advantages of recursive and easy programming. However, this method may lead to inaccurate results because it is not A-stable.
Analysis of Numerical Stabilities for Padé Approximation
Using the Dahlquist test equation
(29) where C represents the complex field or complex plane [15] . When considering the stability of the numerical method of ordinary differential equations, it often use Eq. 29 as the verification equation, to study the ultimate form of numerical error propagation when the step size is fixed and the step number approaches infinity. The theory is one of the important tools to evaluate the quality of numerical methods.
The stability function of the numerical integration method is expressed as
Then substituting Eq. 29 into Eq. 15, it can obtain . Therefore, the 2-order Padé approximation method and 4-order Padé approximation methods are both A-stable.
Theoretically, the numerical method of A-stability has no restriction on the step size. If the system is stable, then the numerical errors remain bounded in the propagation process for any step greater than 0. And with the increase of the number of steps, the numerical error tends to 0. Therefore, Astability is also known as absolute stability.
According to the above analysis, it can easily draw a conclusion that in order to solve the problem of differential equations, it is better to choose a numerical algorithm whose stable region is large enough. Using A-stability numerical algorithm is the best choice, because the calculation can be allowed to use a lager step size only under the using of A-stability numerical algorithm. Of course, this can also effectively shorten the time used to solve the transient process. Thus, the Padé approximation method is more suitable for numerical calculation of transient stability.
Example Results and Analysis
This paper uses the IEEE50 machine 145 bus test system as an example, and chooses the classical model as the generator model in the calculation of transient stability [16] . The fault type is a threephase earth fault, of which the duration is 0.1s. The whole integration time of calculation is 1.5s. The reference value is the relative power angle of the generator calculated by using the implicit trapezoidal integration method when the step size is equal to 0.01s [17] . When the step length is 0.01s, use 2-order Padé approximation method and Taylor series method for calculation separately. When the step is 0.02s, use 4-order Padé approximation method and Taylor series method for calculation separately. Compare the relative power angles of generators calculated under the two kinds of step with the reference value, then it can obtain the comparison chart of error curve of 2-order Padé approximation method and Taylor series method when the step is 0.01s (as shown in Figure 1 ), as well as the comparison chart of error curve of 4-order Padé approximation method and Taylor series method when the step is 0.02s (as shown in Figure 2 ). It can be obtained from Figure 1 and Figure 2 that: the calculation accuracy of Padé approximation is better than the calculation accuracy of Taylor series method under the same step.
In comparison of Figure 1 and Figure 2 it can be obtained that: with the increase of the step, using 4-order Padé approximation method can still maintain the desirable accuracy. This shows that the Padé approximation method has advantages of stable numerical calculation over long time. Therefore, using the 4-order Padé approximation method allows it to use larger calculation step if the solution time and interval are certain. Obviously, this will reduce the total number of numerical integration steps and improve the efficiency of numerical calculation.
